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Red Spot at Supermarket 2016: Participating artists
April 21–24 the performance stage Red Spot will show new, innovative performance by artists from
all over the world.
Supermarket’s stage Red Spot stage presents the latest within contemporary performance. This year
‘Jam Cardell’ is first up, where secret guests perform together with Jan Cardell’s musical sculptures.
The sound artists Ann Rosén and Sofia Härdig from Fylkingen, an association for experimental music
and arts in Stockholm, will also visit the Red Spot with ‘Sound Performance’ and ‘LIVE SENTENCES’
respectively, as well as Katherine Nolan from the Irish MART gallery. The artist Dorinel Marc will
arrange a continuous performance workshop between April 21st and 24th, open to all visitors.
Further, the experimental platform Weld visits Supermarket, presenting an exclusive preview of
‘Phoenix’ choreographed by Rebecka Stillman. ‘Phoenix’ will premiere on April 28th at Dansens Hus,
the centre of international contemporary dance in Sweden.
Several of the performances at the Red Spot program also take place offstage. Joakim Stampe
and Chuyia Chia from Gothenburg will perform at several locations outside as well as inside the
exhibition. The performance gallery Galeria Racjez from Poland will transform their exhibition booth
into an interactive performance exhibition, and Grafik i Väst in collaboration with Grafiska Sällskapet
from Sweden presents the artwork ‘Printmaking as Performance’.
On April 24 the Fashion Revolution Day will be acknowledged all over the world, and will visit
Supermarket, presenting a performance by the Swedish designer Amandah Andersson. Fashion
Revolution Day works to promote sustainable development and innovation within the fashion industry.
Above is only a selection of what will be presented at this year’s edition of the Red Spot. The program
is continuously updated at www.supermarketartfair.com
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When? 21–24 April 2016, press viewing 20 April
Where? Svarta huset, LM Ericssons väg 26,
Telefonplan, Stockholm
Supermarket is an art fair run by artists. Artist-run
galleries and similar initiatives from around the
world show the work of hundreds of artists at the
fair.
With its clear mission and its programme for
networking meetings, Supermarket has become
a unique platform for Swedish and international
artists.

